Isotopic diversity in interplanetary dust particles and preservation of extreme $^{16}$O-depletion
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Abstract

Two interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) investigated by NanoSIMS reveal diverse oxygen isotope compositions at the micrometre-scale. The oxygen isotope values recorded at different locations across the single IDP fragments cover a wider range than the bulk values available from all IDPs and bulk meteorites measured to date. Measurement of H, C, and N isotopes by NanoSIMS, and the use of scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) to determine elemental compositions and textural information allows for a better understanding of the lithologies and organic signatures associated with the oxygen isotope features.

IDP Balmoral, a $\sim$15 $\mu$m-sized fragment with a chondritic porous (CP)-IDP-like texture, contains a region a few micrometres in size characterised by $^{16}$O-depleted isotope signatures in the range $\delta^{17}$O, $\delta^{18}$O = +80‰ to +200‰. The remainder of the fragment has a more $^{16}$O-rich composition ($\delta^{18}$O = 0–20‰), similar to many other IDPs and bulk meteorites. Other than in discrete pre-solar grains, such extreme $^{16}$O-depletions have only been observed previously in rare components within the matrix of the Acfer 094 meteorite. However, TEM imaging and FeO/MgO/Si ion ratios indicate that the $^{16}$O-depleted regions in Balmoral did not form by the same mechanism as that proposed for the $^{16}$O-depleted phases in Acfer 094. As the level of $^{16}$O depletion is consistent with that expected from isotope selective self-shielding, it is likely that the $^{16}$O-depleted reservoir was located close to that where oxygen self-shielding effects were most pronounced (i.e., the outer solar nebula or even interstellar medium).

Individual regions within IDP Lumley cover a range in $\delta^{18}$O from $-30$‰ to $+19$‰, with the oxygen isotope values broadly co-varying with $\delta^6$D, $\delta^{13}$C, $\delta^{15}$N, light-element ratios and texture. The relationships observed in Lumley indicate that the parent body incorporated material at the micrometre-scale from discrete diverse isotopic reservoirs, some of which are represented by inner Solar System material but others which must have formed in the outer Solar System.

The IDP fragments support a model whereby primary dust from the early solar nebula initially formed a variety of reservoirs in the outer solar nebula, with those at lower AU incorporating a higher proportion of inner Solar System chondritic dust than those at larger AU. These reservoirs were subsequently disrupted into micrometre-sized clasts that were re-incorporated into IDP parent bodies, presumably at large AU. These results reveal that any models accounting for mixing processes in the early solar nebula must also account for the presence of an extremely $^{16}$O-depleted reservoir in the comet-forming region.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).

1. INTRODUCTION

Interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) originate from comets and asteroids and can be collected by aircraft in the
Earth’s stratosphere. However, despite some dedicated collections that coincide with particular meteor showers (Messenger, 2002; Busemann et al., 2009; Bastien et al., 2013), it is unknown from which parent body an individual IDP originates. Dynamical modelling of dust ejected from comets and asteroids indicates that over 85% of the total mass influx of dust to the Earth originates from Jupiter-family comets (Newport et al., 2010). Samples of comets should retain the best preserved components of the Solar System starting materials because they formed at large heliocentric distances of 5–30 AU, where temperatures, at their most extreme, reach down to ~30 K (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2005). Furthermore, IDPs have remained locked in ice at low temperatures until their release from the cometary surface not long before arrival at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere. Laboratory analysis of IDPs has revealed their primitive nature, such as high abundances of presolar grains (Messenger et al., 2003; Floss et al., 2006; Busemann et al., 2009; Davidson et al., 2012), the presence of GEMS (Glass with Embedded Metal and Sulphides; Bradley, 1994; Keller and Messenger, 2011) and an abundance of primitive carbonaceous material (Messenger, 2000; Floss et al., 2006; Busemann et al., 2009; Matrajt et al., 2012; Starkey et al., 2013). These primitive features suggest it is likely that IDPs provide access to samples of the early Solar System from bodies that are otherwise hard to access from Earth, and which may never have been sampled by meteorites, or survived the aqueous and/or thermal alteration processes experienced by meteoritic material on parent asteroids.

IDPs are composed of a complex mix of silicate and organic material that forms a wide range of particle textures. To understand the earliest-formed material in the Solar System it is the finest-grained IDPs that are likely to contain the most primitive material as their texture is similar to that expected for direct condensates from the solar nebula. However, the origin of individual components within fine-grained IDPs can also clearly be extra solar (i.e., existence of presolar grains). IDPs also contain abundant fine-grained amorphous silicate and primitive carbonaceous matter. The origin of amorphous silicates in IDPs, such as GEMS, is very much debated, with some models suggesting that the majority form in the solar nebula as late-stage non-equilibrium condensates (e.g., Keller and Messenger, 2011), while others prefer formation in the interstellar medium (e.g., Bradley, 1994). In many cases, large (up to several micrometres) crystalline silicate mineral fragments are contained within the ultra-fine-grained IDPs. Such minerals require a high-temperature formation environment and are likely to have originated in the hot inner Solar System, which is supported by their chondritic-like O isotope compositions ($\delta^{18}O \approx -0.1_{\text{oo}}$) (Aleon et al., 2009; Nakashima et al., 2012). The presence in IDPs of minerals that crystallised at high temperatures can be accounted for by transport of such material from the inner Solar System out to large AU in relatively short timescales by turbulent radial mixing (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2002; Ciesla, 2007). Such transport has been suggested in order to account for the presence of high-temperature minerals in the Wild2 samples collected by Stardust (Nakamura et al., 2008; Simon et al., 2008). Therefore, analysis of these mineral fragments, or of the bulk composition of IDPs containing such material, will not provide information about the composition of the outer solar nebula.

Only a small number of fine-grained IDPs have been measured for bulk O isotopes at a level of precision that is high enough for their comparison to meteorites (Engrand et al., 1999; Aleon et al., 2009; Snead et al., 2012; Starkey and Franchi, 2013). The analyses have shown that IDPs cover a wider range of O isotope values than that displayed by bulk meteorites, from relatively $^{16}$O-rich values of $\delta^{18}O \approx -20_{\text{oo}}^{+}$, to $^{16}$O-poor, chondritic-like values of $\delta^{18}O = 0_{\text{oo}}^{+}$ to $+20_{\text{oo}}^{+}$ (Aleon et al., 2009; Starkey and Franchi, 2013). Such large isotopic variations appear to reflect the wide range of parent body sources sampled by IDPs. These parent bodies presumably cover a range from primitive asteroids and comets that preserve, in part, the signature of original solar nebula dust, to parent bodies that are dominated by material processed in the inner Solar System (Starkey and Franchi, 2013). However, considering the extremely fine-grained texture of IDPs, and the potential for them to have incorporated fine-grained material from a wide portion of the early solar nebula, it is paramount to investigate IDPs at the micrometre-scale to understand the reservoirs they have sampled and the nature of the transportation and mixing processes that created the components. Very few detailed O isotopic studies have been made of multiple fragments from single cluster IDPs. The limited data set available shows that fragments from any one cluster IDP produce results within error of each other, suggesting some level of O isotopic homogeneity within a single IDP parent body (Starkey and Franchi, 2013). This could reflect a limited number of different components being available, efficient mixing at all scales prior to accretion, and/or homogenisation of components. Considerable expansion of the IDP data is required to assess the importance of these different processes. It is also important to analyse ultrafine- to fine-grained IDPs as these materials are more likely to not have been processed close to the Sun, as opposed to larger mineral fragments that may represent high-temperature components formed in the inner Solar System.

H, C and N isotopes in IDPs can show substantial isotopic variations at the micrometre-scale (Messenger, 2000; Aleon et al., 2001; Floss et al., 2006; Busemann et al., 2009). These isotopic variations normally reflect the presence of carbonaceous material with isotopically anomalous compositions (Floss et al., 2006, 2011) indicating the potential survival of molecular cloud (Messenger, 2000) or cold outer disk (Remusat et al., 2009) material. In addition, extreme isotopic anomalies at the sub-micrometre scale can also be due to the presence of presolar grains carrying isotopic signatures of nucleosynthetic events. Although C and N isotopic anomalies within single IDPs are sometimes related, H isotope anomalies have not been observed to follow the same pattern (Floss et al., 2006). Studies that relate the bulk H, C and N isotope signatures with bulk O isotopes in the same IDP samples are of paramount importance for understanding how the silicate and organic reservoirs that contributed to these primitive materials may be related.
This study focusses on fine-grained fragments from two IDP cluster particles obtained from the NASA Cosmic Dust Laboratory. The relatively large size of the fragments meant that it was possible to obtain multiple O isotope analyses across the single fragments to detail O isotope variations at the few-micrometre-scale in fine-grained materials, at a level of precision that was suitable for comparison to the meteorite record. In addition, it was possible to obtain corresponding H, C, and N isotopic compositions on the same areas analysed for O. In addition, TEM analysis of one of the fragments was undertaken post-NanoSIMS to assess the mineralogy of the isotopic anomalies identified.

2. METHODS

2.1. X-ray elemental analysis

An FEI Quanta 2003D DualBeam™ focused ion beam scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM) fitted with an Oxford instruments 80 mm X-max energy dispersive X-ray detector (EDX) system was used at the Open University to perform EDX analyses at various locations on IDP fragments (see Electronic Annex). The same instrument was also used to obtain an electron-transparent section (~10 × 2 μm and ~100 nm thickness) of a 16O-depleted region of Balmorall by FIB-lift-out post-NanoSIMS in order for the mineralogy to be investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Further details are available in the Electronic Annex.

2.2. X-ray imaging analysis

A Zeiss Supra 55V analytical field emission gun scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM) at the Open University was used to obtain high resolution, high magnification secondary electron (SE) images (at 4 kV and 5 mm working distance) of the samples to assess particle texture.

2.3. NanoSIMS isotopic analyses

The NanoSIMS 50L at The Open University was used to obtain both O isotope spot and imaging and H, C, and N isotopic imaging analyses of single IDP fragments at a level of precision that allows for their comparison to the meteorite record.

The H, C and N isotope analyses were made prior to O isotopic analyses. The protocol used follows that set out in Starkey and Franchi (2013) and is summarised here with some further details in the Electronic Annex. In all cases negative secondary ions were collected on electron multipliers with the first analytical set-up collecting 12C, 13C, 16O, 12C14N, 12C15N and 28Si simultaneously and the second analytical set-up collecting 1H, 2H and 13C simultaneously for each particle. A Cs+ probe with a current of 1.5 pA for C and N isotope measurements, and 3 pA for H isotope measurements was rastered over the sample with a raster size (and pre-sputter raster size) relevant to the particular area of fragment being analysed (usually around 10–15 μm for analysis). The probe size was typically ≤150 nm and the raster were conducted with a pixel step of ≤100 nm and a dwell time of 1000 μs per pixel. Charge compensation was applied with an electron gun with the same settings used on the sample and standard. Data were collected in planes with total analysis times of ≈40 min. Planes of image data were corrected for detector deadtime and sample drift, combined and processed using the Limage software (L. Nittler, Carnegie Institute of Washington) to provide bulk δ13C, δ15N, δD and C/H ratios for each fragment, as well as regions of interest (ROI) for the same areas as obtained in the O isotope analyses to provide complementary data. Further analytical details are available in Electronic Annex. H, C and N isotope results are reported as δ13C_PDB, δ15N_AIR and δD_SMOW. All isotope ratio errors are reported as 2σ and include the external reproducibility from all standards analysed during the session (over several days) together with internal uncertainty from each IDP measurement. The standard used was IOM (insoluble organic matter; extracted by acid demineralisation of bulk meteorites (Alexander et al., 2007)) from the CM2 Cold Bokkeveld that was analysed immediately before and/or after each IDP.

IDPs were analysed in O imaging mode prior to O isotope spot analyses. A Cs+ ion beam of 2 pA was rastered across a 10 × 10 μm analysis areas (15 × 15 μm for pre-sputter), allowing for 3 image analyses on Lumley1 and one on Balmorall. The instrument was set to a mass resolving power of >10,000 (Cameca NanoSIMS definition, based on the measured peak width containing 80% of the ion beam) primarily to resolve the interference of 16OH on 18O. The probe size was typically ≤150 nm and the raster were conducted with a pixel step of ≤100 nm and a dwell time of 1000 μs per pixel. Data were collected in 50 planes with auto-centring of the peak positions every 10 frames. Charge compensation was applied with an electron gun with the same settings used on the sample and standard. Secondary ions of 16O, 17O and 18O were collected simultaneously on electron multipliers along with 28Si, 24MgO, 46Ca16O. Total counts of 16O for the mapped areas were ~1 × 10⁶. Standard analyses in imaging mode were performed on flat, polished San Carlos olivine crystals on comparably-sized areas to the IDP fragment analyses. Similar analyses on flat, polished Eagle Station olivine calibrated against San Carlos Olivine gave correct values within error of the true value as measured by laser fluorination (Starkey and Franchi, 2013). Results from smaller regions of interest within the images were processed using the Limage software and corrected for position drift, detector dead time and quasi-simultaneous arrival (QSA) effect.

Oxygen isotope spot analyses were obtained following the protocol described in Starkey and Franchi (2013) and summarised here with further details in the Electronic Annex. In spot mode, a Cs+ ion beam with a 25 pA current was rastered over 5 × 5 μm analysis areas (7 × 7 μm area for pre-sputtering with a 50 pA probe). The instrument was set to the same mass resolving power conditions as for the O image analyses. In spot mode, secondary ions of 16O were collected on a faraday cup while secondary ions of 18O and 16O were collected simultaneously on electron multipliers. Total counts of 16O for the spot analyses were
on the order of $\sim 4 \times 10^5$. Charge compensation was applied with an electron gun with the same settings on the sample and standard. Isotope ratios were normalised to Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW) using a San Carlos olivine standard that bracketed the sample analyses in order to generate $\delta^{17}\text{O}$ and $\delta^{18}\text{O}$ values and also to provide corrections for instrumental mass fractionation.

All errors for O isotope analyses, whether spot or imaging mode, are given as 2 sigma which combines internal errors for each analysis with the standard deviation of the mean of the associated standard. Errors are, on the whole, larger for imaging analyses due to poorer counting statistics because of the smaller probe size required to measure $^{18}\text{O}$ on an electron multiplier.

2.4. High resolution transmission electron microscopy

High resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM) imaging of the FIB-produced section from Balmoral1 was carried out at The Open University on a JEOL JEM 2100 equipped with a lanthanum hexaboride (LaB$_6$) emitter operating at 200 kV. Images were captured using an Orius SC1000 digital camera from Gatan at column magnifications up to $\times 250,000$.

The Balmoral1 FIB-lift-out section was also examined at the University of Glasgow by low voltage scanning transmission electron microscopy (LV-STEM) using a Zeiss Sigma field-emission SEM operated at 20 kV/1 nA and following the procedures of Lee and Smith (2006). LV-STEM enabled the acquisition of bright-field and annular dark-field images, and chemical analyses were obtained using an Oxford Instruments X-Max silicon-drift X-ray detector operated through INCA software. All of these analyses have X-rays contributed from Al from the STEM holder and/or the substrate surrounding the IDP fragment, and many also contain Cu from the grid onto which the foil was welded, and from Pt that was deposited prior to FIB milling.

Following LV-STEM work, selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were obtained from the FIB-section using a FEI T20 TEM at the University of Glasgow operated at 200 kV. All SAED patterns were acquired using a $\sim 200 \text{ nm}$ diameter aperture, and manually indexed. The smallest grains that could be identified by SAED were $\sim 50 \text{ nm}$ across.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Sample description

Two individual fragments were obtained from IDP cluster particle 10 on collector L2009 and are named hereafter Lumley1 (L2009-AA1; Fig. 1) and Lumley2 (L2009-Z1; Electronic Annex Figure A).

Lumley1 is large ($25 \times 30 \text{ m}$) and irregularly shaped after pressing (Fig. 1). FEG-SEM imaging reveals that Lumley1 exhibits a variation in texture across the fragment, including large featureless, smooth/compact-looking regions up to 10 $\text{ m}$ in size, fine-grained areas where the grains are $\leq 1 \text{ m}$, and more coarse-grained areas where grains are observable in the $\sim 1–2 \text{ m}$ range. EDX spectra reveal an approximately chondritic major elemental composition across various regions of the fragment (see Electronic Annex Figure A). C/H ratios obtained from NanoSIMS imaging reveal that the majority of Lumley1 has a C/H $\geq 1$ but the values can vary in different locations from C/H = 0.5–1.3 (see Electronic Annex). It should be noted that measuring C/H value by SIMS may not be the perfect technique because of differences in H ion emission from hydrous and organic phases. However, the results here are discussed within the context of the empirical observations by Aleon et al. (2001), the results of which have shown some consistency for IDPs in the study of Starkey and Franchi (2013). In these studies, a C/H $> 1$ is generally interpreted as indicating the anhydrous nature of an IDP (see Aleon et al., 2001 and Starkey and Franchi, 2013) suggesting that Lumley1 is composed predominantly of anhydrous material, but with some smaller hydrous areas.

The differences in C/H ratio and texture do not co-vary, and because of the large range in textures and C/H ratios it makes it hard to define Lumley1 as either chondritic-porous (CP-), even though it is predominantly anhydrous in C/H ratio, or chondritic-smooth (CS-). Three O isotope spots (with a size of $5 \times 5 \text{ m}$) and three O isotope maps (with sizes of $10 \times 10 \text{ m}$) were obtained across different areas of Lumley1. Complementary H, C and N isotope ratio maps were obtained for the same areas from 25 $\times 25 \text{ m}$ NanoSIMS isotopic maps in which ROIs were subsequently defined in the Limage software to correspond with the O isotope regions.

Lumley2 is a slightly smaller fragment ($12 \times 20 \text{ m}$ in size) from the same cluster as Lumley1. The texture across Lumley2 is less variable compared to Lumley1, with it being composed predominantly of fine-grained material (grains $< 1 \text{ m}$) but with some areas that are more featureless in appearance. EDX spectra reveal an approximately chondritic elemental composition across most regions of the fragment, but in one location a small Fe-rich region is observed (see Electronic Annex Figure B). C/H ratios for Lumley2 vary from 0.9 to 1.0, which is similar to Lumley1 and suggests that the particle is largely anhydrous. One O isotope spot analysis and one O isotope map of the bulk particle was obtained on Lumley2. H, C and N isotopic data for Lumley2 were obtained in imaging mode but from a different region of the particle which had split up on pressing into gold (see Electronic Annex Figure B).

One individual fragment was obtained from the IDP cluster particle 2 of collector L2071 and is hereafter named Balmoral1 (L2071-H1). Once pressed into gold foil, Balmoral1 is approximately $12 \times 16 \text{ m}$ in size with a fine-grained texture, composed of grains that appear in SEM imaging to be $<1 \text{ m}$ (Fig. 2a), similar to the fine-grained texture of CP-IDPs. EDX spectra obtained from Balmoral1 are consistent with a chondritic composition (see Electronic Annex Figure C). The bulk fragment has a C/H $= \sim 1$ but there is a small region contained within the fragment with C/H $< 1$ and which will be discussed in more detail. One O isotope map of the bulk fragment was acquired prior to two O isotope spot analyses ($5 \times 5 \text{ m}$ spots) which were obtained at different ends of the
fragment, H, C and N isotope ratios were obtained from NanoSIMS imaging analysis of the bulk fragment and ROIs were drawn in the Limage software to correspond with the O isotope regions as well as areas with distinctive O-isotopic compositions or elemental ratios.

Bulk H, C, and N isotope values for Lumley1 and 2, and Balmoral1, along with Raman spectroscopy data, are reported in Starkey et al. (2013). Isotopic values for the individual regions are presented and discussed here for the first time and are compared to O isotope values determined for these particles.

It is not straightforward to define individual IDPs as either cometary or asteroidal in origin based only on particle texture and/or C/H ratio. Starkey et al. (2013) used Raman spectroscopy to show that Lumley and Balmoral contain organic material that is primitive, particularly in relation to bulk meteorites. In addition, the fine-grained texture and relatively high C/H ratio of Balmoral suggests it is anhydrous and CP-IDP-like in nature. CP-IDPs are generally considered to originate from comets. Lumley is more variable but the Raman spectroscopy features (Starkey et al., 2013) suggest that it also originates from either a cometary or primitive asteroidal source that has preserved unprocessed Solar System components.

3.2. Oxygen isotopes: Lumley

The O isotope ratios across the single fragment of Lumley1 vary from $\delta^{17}O = -24.3 (\pm 6.0)$, $-30.8 (\pm 2.5)_{\text{iso}}$ to $13.7 (\pm 7.8)$, $19.2 (\pm 5.9)_{\text{iso}}$, with nearly all analyses falling within error of the Carbonaceous Chondrite Anhydrous Mineral (CCAM) mixing line (Clayton and Mayeda, 1999) and Young and Russell slope = 1 line (Young and Russell, 1998) (Fig. 3). The Lumley1 analyses are compared in Fig. 3 to anhydrous and hydrated IDP data available from previous studies (Aleon et al., 2009; Starkey and Franchi, 2013) that were analysed at a similar level of precision. The O isotope values from different regions of...
Lumley1 cover the entire range of O isotope ratios displayed by IDPs measured in these previous studies.

The isotopic variations in Lumley1 do not, at first, seem to vary systematically across the fragment, with $^{16}$O-enriched and depleted areas immediately adjacent to areas possessing what would be considered ‘normal’ chondritic O isotope ratios ($\delta^{18}$O = around 0‰) over distances of only a few micrometres. It would appear that the chondritic values occur in areas of the particle that have, on the whole, a fine- to medium-grained texture, but these areas can also contain smoother looking material (i.e., see area 1c Fig. 1) so it is hard to characterise even individual areas of Lumley1 as CP- or CS-like. The $^{16}$O-enriched region (area 1f in Fig. 1), with $\delta^{18}$O = −30.8, is the most $^{16}$O-enriched signature yet recorded in an IDP. However, area 1f is centred on what appears to be a ‘blocky’ shaped crystal as opposed to the more typical fine-grained material comprising the rest of the fragment (see Electronic Annex Figure D which is a post-NanoSIMS sputter image revealing that the blocky particle remains even after significant NanoSIMS sputtering so it must have been relatively thick to start with). Therefore, this region should not be considered alongside the other Lumley regions in discussion about the outer solar nebula reservoirs, although it is still interesting in its own right and will be discussed further separately. The heavier O isotope region in 1e (Fig. 1) coincides with a very smooth and featureless region of the fragment which is similar to the texture in some parts of 1b (Fig. 1), that is similarly depleted in $^{16}$O. The texture of 1b is a mix of smooth-featureless material and some fine-grained silicates, as indicated by large abundances of Mg and Si in the EDX spectrum of this region.

Lumley2, although smaller, also displays O isotope variability across the particle with the O isotope spot analysis, centred in the area of the particle that is composed of a mixture of extremely fine-grained and possibly smooth/featureless-looking material, giving $\delta^{17}$O, $\delta^{18}$O = −22.3 (±2.6), −24.2 (±0.8)‰, but with the bulk particle O isotope map giving $\delta^{17}$O, $\delta^{18}$O = 5.3 (±7.0), 5.2 (±5.7)‰ (Fig. 3). While these results are very different to each other, a ROI corresponding to the area of the spot analyses gives $\delta^{17}$O, $\delta^{18}$O = −16.0 (±11.0), −23.7 (±7.0)‰, which is within error of the ratio obtained from the spot analysis, and verifies that spot and image analyses can be reliably compared on the same particle. These results show that Lumley2 contains a small region that has a $\delta^{18}$O around −24‰, with the surrounding region being characterised by more chondritic-like values of $\delta^{18}$O ≈ 0‰.

The O isotope signatures in Lumley1 and Lumley2 are variable across each fragment, but covering a similar range. Both fragments contain material with a chondritic O isotope composition which is generally associated with regions that exhibit a fine- to medium-grained texture. Both fragments also contain an $^{16}$O-enriched region, although the texture associated with this signature differs between the fragments. In Lumley1 the $^{16}$O-enriched region appears to be dominated by a single crystal grain while in Lumley2 the region comprises very fine-grained material. It is only Lumley1 that contains a $^{16}$O-depleted region and this is associated with smooth/featureless-looking material. This region has a C/H > 1 so may be composed of anhydrous material.

3.3. Oxygen isotopes: Balmoral1

Two spot analyses positioned at either end of the Balmoral1 particle (≈ 10 µm apart) gave O isotope ratios of $\delta^{17}$O, $\delta^{18}$O = 1.3 (±3.1), 1.6 (±1.1)‰ for spot 1 and $\delta^{17}$O, $\delta^{18}$O = 56.0 (±3.0), 55.3 (±1.0)‰ for spot 2 (Figs. 2b and 4). An O isotope ratio map obtained prior
to the spot analyses revealed a bulk particle value of $\delta^{17}$O, $\delta^{18}$O = 44.3 (±5.3), 37.7 (±4.7) ‰ (Figs. 2c, 4 and Electronic Annex Figure E). Close inspection of the O isotope ratio image map reveals that one region of Balmoral1 exhibits a much more $^{16}$O-depleted ratio, in rough agreement with the spot analysis performed in the same area of the particle. This $^{16}$O-depleted region is composed of two small regions (0.5 and 1 µm in size), approximately 3 µm apart, with $\delta^{17}$O, $\delta^{18}$O = 215 (±16), 198 (±14) ‰, placing them within error of the slope 1 line (Figs. 2 and 4). These small $^{16}$O-depleted regions are surrounded by an area of approximately ~7 µm in size exhibiting smaller, but still significant $^{17}$O-, $^{18}$O-enrichments, with $\delta^{17}$O, $\delta^{18}$O = 93.6 (±9.6), 88.8 (±5.8) ‰, also sitting within error of the slope 1 line (Figs. 2 and 4). Subtraction of these $^{16}$O-depleted regions from the bulk image analysis gives $\delta^{17}$O, $\delta^{18}$O = 24.9 (±7.4), 13.5 (±5.8) ‰. An ROI obtained from the O isotope map matched as closely as possible for the area measured as spot 1 gives $\delta^{17}$O, $\delta^{18}$O = 21.0 (±11.5), 11.0 (±7.0) ‰. These values should be approximately comparable to spot 1, which falls outside of the $^{16}$O-depleted region, but they are instead more $^{18}$O-depleted, albeit with large uncertainty because of the count-limited precision of the relatively small area. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear. Spot and image O isotope analyses performed on the same regions in other samples (including in Lumley2 and Balmoral1 spot 2) and standards show that the two types of analysis produce comparable results. This, in turn, suggests that the QSA corrections, necessary because $^{16}$O is measured on an EM detector for image analyses, are working adequately when the data are processed with the Limage software. QSA corrections are not necessary for the spot analysis because a FC detector is used to measure the $^{16}$O isotope in that case. There is no drift observed in the count rates or O isotope ratios during the O spot analysis of Balmoral, suggesting that the sputtered area was stable and that the sample was not sputtered away during the run, which may have otherwise affected the ratio. A remaining option is that, because NanoSIMS analysis is a destructive process, the spot and image analyses produced differing results because

Fig. 4. 3-Oxygen isotope diagram for Balmoral1 spots and images (data in Table 1 and analytical locations on fragment are shown on Fig. 2) in relation to previous measurements of IDPs (Aleon et al., 2009; Starkey and Franchi, 2013). Error bars are shown as 2σ. TFL = Terrestrial fractionation line. Y&R = Young and Russell line (Young and Russell, 1998). CCAM = Carbonaceous chondrite anhydrous minerals line (Clayton and Mayeda, 1999). Lower part of diagram shows zoom in on ‘chondrite’ region and location of Spot1 that represents the bulk particle composition.
they measured different layers of the sample which may have differed with depth. The image analysis clearly seems to have analysed material that is more 16O-depleted, which may be due to the presence of fine-grained 16O-depleted material within the region of spot 1, that was preferentially sputtered away during the image analysis prior to performing the spot analysis.

In order to help clarify the discussion, the very 16O-depleted region (δ18O = 198‰) composed of two very small areas, will be termed ROI 1. The intermediate O isotope region (δ18O = 88.8‰) surrounding the very 16O-depleted material will be termed ROI 2. The rest of the fragment (bulk fragment minus ROI 1 and 2) will be termed ROI 3.

SEM imaging reveals a subtle difference in the particle texture between ROI 1, 2 and ROI 3 (Fig. 2 and Electronic Annex Figure C). All ROIs are ultra-fine-grained but ROI 1 and 2 appear to be more compact, and the isotopic variability within ROI 2 is much less than that displayed by ROI 3, with a relatively sharp boundary between these regions (Fig. 2c). In addition, the isotope map shows the presence of fine-grained, 16O-depleted material, possibly related to ROI 2, unevenly dispersed throughout parts of ROI 3 (Fig. 2 and Electronic Annex Figure E).

3.4. H, C, N, O isotopic variability: Lumley

The data presented here for Lumley1 are from the same set of analyses as those presented for these fragments in Starkey et al. (2013) but the data have been further processed to reveal the isotopic composition of H, C and N associated with the same areas that were analysed for O isotopes. A different area of the Lumley 2 fragment was analysed for H, C and N isotopic composition to that analysed for O and so these data are not compared.

The Lumley 1 data make it possible to compare different isotope systems across a single IDP fragment to assess micrometre-scale intra-frAGMENT isotopic variability of silicate (δ18O) and organic (δD, δ13C and δ15N) components. δD, δ13C and δ15N values for the six individual areas of Lumley 1 are presented in Table 1 along with the C/H ratios. The data are also shown in Fig. 5 where the values are plotted against δ18O because Lumley1 shows large O isotope variability and δ18O indicates the relative placement of the analysis along the CCAM line. δ18O is matched to δD, δ13C and δ15N for each individual region measured in Lumley1 (areas shown in Fig. 1 and Image δD, δ13C, δ15N and C/H images in Electronic Annex Figure G). The intra-frAGMENT covariance between the various isotope systems appears to show broadly positive relationships of δD, δ13C and δ15N with δ18O, although none of the correlation coefficients are significant at more than the 90% level.

3.5. H, C, N, O isotopic variability: Balmoral1

Bulk H, C, and N isotope compositions for the Balmoral1 fragment are reported in Starkey et al. (2013) but the raw data have been reprocessed here in the same way as for the Lumley1 results in order to observe the finer-scale detail. Maps of δD, δ13C, δ15N and C/H for Balmoral1 are available in Electronic Annex Figure H. Despite the small volumes of material being investigated, it was possible to generate δD, δ13C and δ15N values for ROI 2 and 3 along with the element ratios C/H, Mg/Si, Mg/O and Si/O from the NanoSIMS mapping (see Table 1 and Electronic Annex Table A). It was not possible to obtain all the ratios for ROI 1 (e.g., δ13C, δ15N and C/O) because the 16O-depleted region could not be accurately matched up onto the NanoSIMS images that were performed without O isotope ratio measurements.

The silicate element ratios reveal that ROI 2 does not have a composition lying between that of ROI 1 and 3, as might have been expected from its intermediate O isotope composition. ROI 1 and 2 have C/H = ~0.6 indicating that these areas of the IDP are hydrated whereas ROI 3 has C/H = ~1.2 suggesting it is more anhydrous in nature. ROI 3 gives a bulk δD = 1000 (±34)‰ whereas the more 16O-depleted ROIs 1 and 2 give δD = 493 (±182)‰ and 502 (±56)‰, respectively, indicating that they are characterised by a depletion in D compared to the bulk fragment. C and N isotopes are not available for ROI 1 but ROI 2 and 3 give very similar values with δ13C = -44 (±8)‰ and δ15N = 248 (±17)‰ for ROI 2 and δ13C = -42 (±2)‰ and δ15N = 272 (±5)‰ for ROI 3.

3.6. TEM investigation of mineralogy of 16O-depleted region

STEM-EDX and HR-TEM imaging was performed on a FIB lift-out which cuts across the Balmoral1 fragment to obtain a section of ROI 2 and ROI 3 (see Figs. 2 and 6 and Electronic Annex Figure I). Unfortunately, because of their very small spatial extent, the very 16O-depleted regions (ROI 1; δ16O = 198‰) were missed on sectioning.

TEM images reveal Balmoral1 is composed of an aggregate of small grains which are, on the whole, in the 20–80 nm range, held within areas of finer-grained and/or a small amount of amorphous material (Fig. 6). Those minerals large enough to be identified include clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and olivine, which has a composition towards the forsteritic endmember. Ni-bearing Fe-sulphides (pyrrhotite and pentlandite) and magnetite are also present in smaller quantities. Where possible (i.e., where the FIB section was thin enough and the individual minerals were not overlapping), lattice fringe imaging to obtain mineral d spacings was performed from HRTEM images and revealed the likely presence of clinoenstatite (spacing of (100) planes = 0.91 nm), pentlandite (spacing of (200) planes = 0.55 nm) and either pentlandite or olivine (spacing of (311) planes = 0.3 nm), in keeping with the results from STEM-EDX (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 (and Electronic Annex Figure III) shows how the FIB lift-out section corresponds with the original ion images and, therefore, how the mineralogy relates to the isotopic signatures across Balmoral1. Clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and olivine constitute a large part of the section, from ROI 3 into the more 16O-depleted ROI 2. A relatively large olivine grain can be seen in Fig. 6d which is in ROI 3 of Balmoral1. These mineral phases are consistent with those expected in IDPs, along with C-rich phases (Mackinnon and Rietmeijer, 1987) which may be
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Texture</th>
<th>Analysis type O</th>
<th>$\delta^{17}$O</th>
<th>$\delta^{18}$O</th>
<th>$\delta^{13}$C</th>
<th>$\delta^{15}$N</th>
<th>$\delta$DSMOW</th>
<th>$\delta$DSMOW</th>
<th>$^{12}$C/$^{16}$H</th>
<th>Area H, C, N (μm)</th>
<th>C$^{-}/$O$^{-}$</th>
<th>C$^{-}/$O$^{+}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lumley 1a</td>
<td>FG blocky</td>
<td>Spot</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>-5.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumley 1b</td>
<td>Smooth/ Textureless</td>
<td>Spot</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumley 1c</td>
<td>FG blocky</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumley 1d</td>
<td>FG blocky</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumley 1e</td>
<td>Smooth/ Textureless</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumley 1f</td>
<td>Compact/blocky</td>
<td>Spot</td>
<td>-24.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-30.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-8.3</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>-46</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumley 2</td>
<td>FG compact</td>
<td>Spot</td>
<td>-22.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>-24.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-9.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>No map exists for same area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumley 2</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>No map exists for same area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balmoral1</td>
<td>FG porous</td>
<td>Spot</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balmoral1</td>
<td>Mixed FG</td>
<td>Spot</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balmoral1</td>
<td>FG compact</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>215.0</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>198.0</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>112.0</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>No map exists for same area</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balmoral1</td>
<td>Mixed FG</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>-44</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balmoral1</td>
<td>Mixed FG</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>24.90</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
represented by the small amount of amorphous material seen in Balmoral1. Although a lot of fine-grained material in an amorphous matrix was observed in the TEM section, the composition of the small grains was not identified and so it is not possible to confirm whether this material is GEMS. However, the exact texture does not appear to resemble GEMS that has been observed in other TEM studies of IDPs. Pyrrhotite and magnetite are observed in ROI 3 but it is only pentlandite that is observed along with the olivine and pyroxenes in ROI 2 (Fig. 6). Pentlandite is often cited as indicating that an IDP is hydrated, which would be in keeping with the lower C/H ratio determined for ROI 1 and 2 and their more compact appearance, and lack of isotopic variability in ROI 2. The FIB-lift-out only covers a very small region of Balmoral1 and most of the minerals are too fine-grained (tens of nanometres in size or less) to identify definitively, even by TEM. Therefore, there may be additional mineral phases present to those observed by TEM. The presence of magnetite in Balmoral1, albeit in small quantities, may indicate that the IDP experienced heating during atmospheric entry. However, Fraundorf (1981) stated that the presence of fine-grained magnetite within IDPs may not necessarily be a result of atmospheric heating but instead represent a primary phase. Importantly, in Balmoral1, no observation was made of magnetite as rims on sulphides, which would have otherwise supported the idea of atmospheric heating. In addition to this, the isotopic variation observed is not falling on a mixing line to terrestrial oxygen (with $\delta^{18}O \sim +50_{\text{ter}}$ as shown by micrometeorites) which indicates again that there was no significant terrestrial O contribution that could have occurred during heating. As such, the evidence suggests that Balmoral1, particularly the isotopically anomalous region, did not experience significant atmospheric heating.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Micrometre-scale isotopic diversity in the comet-forming region: Implications from IDP Lumley

Such wide O isotope variability as that seen at the micro-metre-scale in Lumley has not been observed in a single IDP fragment previously. The isotopic variability measured in Lumley provides some important clues about the formation history of the Lumley parent body, whether it was a primitive asteroid or a comet, and about the silicate and organic reservoirs of the early Solar System. The Raman D and G band parameters of the organic matter in Lumley indicate that this material is more primitive than insoluble organic matter (IOM) extracted from bulk meteorites (see Starkey et al., 2013). Assuming that there is a common organic reservoir of organic matter in the early solar nebula, as argued for by Alexander et al. (2007), Alexander et al., 2012, this indicates that at least some portion of the Lumley parent body experienced very little, or no, processing compared to that experienced by carbonaceous chondrites.

To account for the variable isotopic, elemental and textural features across Lumley1 it is possible that the Lumley parent body formed from varying mixtures of at least three discrete reservoirs. Reservoir 1, represented by Lumley 1f, is relatively pristine, retaining a more solar-like, $^{16}$O-enriched signature with relatively low $\delta D$, $\delta^{13}C$ and $\delta^{15}N$. The C/H for Lumley 1f is low but the measured C/O ratio is also low compared to other areas of Lumley, indicating a low C abundance as opposed to it being hydrated. The texture of Lumley 1f is blocky/compact, which together with the isotopic and elemental compositional information available, suggests that it is a refractory grain originating from the inner Solar System, such as a CAI. A grain presumed
to be a CAI was observed as a terminal particle collected by Stardust from comet 81P/Wild2 (Inti; Simon et al., 2008) and provides evidence for outward radial transport of inner Solar System solids to the comet-forming region (Zolensky et al., 2006; Nakamura et al., 2008; Bridges et al., 2012; Ogliore et al., 2012). The presence of CAIs in comets was actually a prediction of the bipolar outflow X-wind model of Shang et al. (2000), but radial transport of material outwards by turbulent flow is also a plausible mechanism to move inner Solar System materials to large AU (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2002; Ciesla, 2007).

Reservoir 2, represented by Lumley 1a, 1c and 1d that exhibit a fine-grained CP-IDP-like texture, has chondritic-like $\delta^{18}$O ($\sim 0\%$), relatively low $\delta D$, $\delta^{13}$C and $\delta^{15}$N but variable C/H. The isotopic signatures of the material forming these regions are similar to that of many carbonaceous chondrites. It would appear that Reservoir 2 is dominated by fine-grained dust from the same chondritic reservoir as was sampled by most asteroids, most likely originating in the inner parts of the protostellar disk, that was subsequently transported out to the comet-forming region at larger AU by radial transport (e.g., McKeegan et al., 2006; Nakamura et al., 2008). The variable C/H ratios across these regions may indicate that there is a mix of anhydrous and hydrated material but this parameter does not co-vary with $\delta^{18}$O. However, low C/O ratios for 1c and d (see Table 1) indicate that these regions have a low C abundance and therefore are still largely anhydrous in nature.

Reservoir 3 is represented by Lumley 1b and 1e that exhibit a smooth/amorphous texture and high C/H and C/O ratios. $\delta^{18}$O values for Lumley 1b and e are relatively high ($= +3.9\%$ (1b), 19.2$\%$ (1e)), with variable $\delta D$ ($= 480$ (1b), 861$\%$ (1e)) and high $\delta^{13}$C ($= 17\%$ (1b) and $-2\%$ (1e)) and $\delta^{15}$N ($= 498\%$ (1b) and 553$\%$ (1e)). NanoSIMS ion images (available in Electronic Annex Figure G) illustrate these features, with brighter pixels showing high...
\[ \delta^{15}N \text{ in the 1b and 1e regions. Although the } \delta D \text{ of 1b is not as high as 1e, the NanoSIMS D/H ion image (Electronic Annex Figure G) shows that the majority of the material comprising 1e has a } \delta D \text{ value closer to that of 1b, and that the high } \delta D \text{ for 1e may be dominated by a small region (around } 2 \text{ } \mu \text{m in size) with high } \delta D \text{ within the area defined as 1e. The high } \delta^{18}O \text{ values are comparable to the O isotope signatures for hydrated IDPs, that tend to fall above } \delta^{18}O = 0^\circ \text{c, (e.g., Aleon et al., 2009; Starkey and Franchi, 2013). Although the higher C/H ratios suggest that the silicates may be predominantly anhydrous, these values coupled with high C/O could instead suggest a high abundance of C. However, the high } \delta D \text{ and } \delta^{15}N \text{ signatures in these Lumley regions, coupled with the presence of } \delta^{15}N \text{ hotspots up to several thousand permil (Electronic Annex Figure J), indicate this material is primitive. As such, it is unlikely this material has experienced processing within the inner protostellar disk or on a parent body, as such signatures are thought to be destroyed during processing, particularly those of the presolar grains (Nguyen and Zinner, 2004). The elevated organic isotope signatures also indicate a cometary source as these are high where they have been determined for comets (Robert, 2006 and references therein; Arpigny et al., 2003; Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2008; Mumma and Charnley, 2012). The evidence, therefore, suggests an origin in the outer Solar System for these Lumley regions.}

The isotopic and textural variation between discrete areas, in Lumley1, that are separated by only a few micrometres, have distinct formation histories before ultimately being assembled on the Lumley parent body. The material in each of these areas draws upon components from different reservoirs with distinct isotopic signatures that were affected by, as yet undefined, processes to produce different textures. The detail apparent in the NanoSIMS ion images (Electronic Annex F) reveals that the bulk values for the regions defined here in Lumley1 may not be restricted to sampling only one particular lithology (or reservoir) and may themselves encompass a mix of material.

The limited data for IDPs measured for O isotopes previously (Aleon et al., 2009; Starkey and Franchi, 2013) have shown a relatively homogenous composition (except for presolar grains) within single particles indicating that individual IDPs sample a well-mixed local reservoir. Starkey and Franchi (2013) suggested from a study of a collection of fine-grained IDPs that the more chondritic (less 16O-rich) IDPs originated from parent bodies that formed at smaller heliocentric distance where the mix of inner Solar System versus outer solar nebula dust was much higher. Conversely, the more 16O-rich IDPs originated from parent bodies formed at larger heliocentric distance where the influx of inner Solar System dust to the mix was lower. Size-density sorting of silicate and sulphide grains observed in CP-IDPs and Wild2 provide further evidence of transport mechanisms in the comet-forming region that may also be a function of heliocentric distance (Wozniakiewicz et al., 2012). In addition, CP-IDPs that have the smallest grain sizes are also reported to contain the highest abundances of amorphous silicates and circumstellar grains (Bradley, 2003; Nguyen et al., 2007; Wirick et al., 2009).

Lumley, a single fragment from a cluster IDP, appears to sample a range of reservoirs and/or lithologies. This implies that the Lumley parent body sampled mixtures from a range of AU. These materials, represented by different lithologies and isotopic signatures, appear to have been incorporated into the Lumley parent body as individual clasts at the several micrometre-scale, themselves composed of nanometre-sized grains, rather than as individual grains of fine-grained dust. These clasts, although they do not display sharp boundaries, are apparent from the diverse textures and isotopic signatures observed. The formation of each clast, presumably originally from the aggregation of fine-grained dust, must have occurred at an earlier time, possibly in a different location, followed by disruption of these materials before final re-aggregation on the Lumley parent body. It is not clear if these micrometre-scale fragments represent aggregates that were formed in the protostellar disk, of a series of larger bodies that were subsequently disrupted and dispersed.

Alternatively, the distinct areas in Lumley may all originate from a single parent body that incorporated material from only one reservoir which was subsequently altered in situ on the parent body. Although details of the original inter-relationship of the areas has been lost when the particles were pressed in gold, the intimate mix of very different reservoirs is difficult to reconcile with any scenario involving modification in situ at such a fine-scale; altering some regions and not others to produce the diverse range of compositions observed. Complex mixes of material are frequently observed in primitive meteorites (e.g., Burbine et al., 2002; Bischoff et al., 2006 and references therein; Abreu, 2013), but in this case the aggregated clasts are at least an order of magnitude larger. Such mixes are generally believed to have formed by brecciation processes on asteroidal bodies.

The 16O-rich grain (reservoir 1) in Lumley 1f appears to be a fragment of a refractory grain, providing evidence of material from the innermost regions of protostellar disk being delivered to the Lumley parent body formation zone, most probably by turbulent mixing processes (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2002; Ciesla, 2007). The size of this grain fragment is approaching that of the other regions in Lumley, which may indicate that it was incorporated as a discrete fragment at the time of Lumley final accretion. This may indicate that transport of inner disk material was still being delivered to the Lumley at the time of final accretion.

4.2. Origin of O isotopic heterogeneity in Balmoral1

The O isotope ratios measured in ROI 1 and 2 of Balmoral1 are considerably more enriched in 17O and 18O than any ratios measured in IDPs to date (e.g., Aleon et al., 2009; Starkey and Franchi, 2013), other than those found in rare sub-micrometre pre-solar grains. These ratios are also much more 16O-depleted than O isotope ratios obtained for bulk meteorites. ROI 1 is composed of two discrete areas with essentially identical 17O, 18O enrichments. There are no large, discrete grains coinciding with the location of the ROI 1 hot spots and therefore these areas must be composed of aggregates of small grains.
There is clearly a strong relationship between the material in ROI 1 and ROI 2, discussed below, such that this feature needs to be considered as a distinct entity. The size of ROI 1 and ROI 2, and the large number of grains associated with this enrichment, is unlike any previously identified pre-solar grain. The texture apparent in the SEM images appears typical of fine-grained CP-IDPs and so it would appear extremely unlikely that this material has a pre-solar circumstellar origin. Although the composition of ROI 1 and 2 overlaps with that of some possible presolar grains reported in the literature (Nguyen et al., 2010; Keller and Messenger, 2011), the relatively large size of the enriched region in Balmoral1 sets it apart from these grains. In addition, ROI 2 appears to be roughly chondritic in composition and is composed of a multi-grain clast that looks similar to normal IDP material. It would seem unlikely that such a complex mix of phases could be generated and aggregated together from a single nucleosynthetic event so it is suggested that this material is not presolar in origin.

Almost all early solar nebula components (CAIs, chondrules, mineral fragments) found within meteorites have oxygen isotopic compositions that fall along a mixing line with a slope of approximately 1. Their isotopic compositions range from around the solar value (δ17O, δ18O = −59.1‰, −58.5‰), as determined from the Genesis solar wind samples (McKeegan et al., 2011), up to values around +10‰ in δ13C, δ18O (Clayton, 1993). The origin of this variation remains elusive, although isotopic selective self-shielding (Clayton, 2002) is one of the most plausible mechanisms to account for the non-mass dependent variations in O isotope compositions observed in the Solar System. However, this mechanism requires a reservoir enriched in the heavy isotopes of O. In order to impart the signature of this reservoir into large amounts of solid silicate material it is generally inferred that abundant, and reactive, water was involved. Identification of a 16O-depleted primordial water reservoir in the early Solar System, and its distribution and interaction with the rock record, is currently not well established.

O isotopic compositions similar to those in ROI 1 in Balmoral1 have been found in one other instance, in the meteorite Acfer 094, where δ17O, δ18O values around +200‰ were reported (Sakamoto et al., 2007). Although, as noted above, both Nguyen et al. (2010) and Keller and Messenger (2011) report presolar grains with compositions in error of CoS. The presence of large 16O depletions in Acfer 094 was presented as evidence for interaction of the Acfer 094 parent body, or components within it, with primordial water strongly depleted in 18O (Sakamoto et al., 2007; Seto et al., 2008). The material containing the 16O-depleted signature was originally termed new-PCP (poorly-characterised phase) by Sakamoto et al. (2007) but was later named cosmic syllectite (CoS) after further investigation by Seto et al. (2008). CoS is distributed ubiquitously in the matrix of Acfer 094 and TEM results reveal its ‘wormy’-like syllectite texture, composed of intergrown magnetite and pentlandite (Seto et al., 2008). One formation mechanism proposed for CoS is that it forms from Fe-metal or Fe-metal sulphide that has been radially transported out from the inner Solar System, sulphurised to Fe sulphide as the ambient temperature drops, and oxidised to magnetite by water vapour moving in from the outer solar nebula (Sakamoto et al., 2007; Seto et al., 2008). Alternatively, it was suggested that CoS may have formed by oxidation on the parent planetesimal, in the very earliest stages of aqueous alteration, prior to the onset of hydrous mineral formation (Sakamoto et al., 2007; Seto et al., 2008). It is possible that a signature of interaction with primordial water could be available in Acfer 094 because of its very primitive, unaltered nature (ungrouped type 3.0) meaning that the signature did not decompose during subsequent alteration (Abe et al., 2011). If this is correct then cometary samples should be expected to contain CoS because of their primitive nature. Indeed, Yurimoto and Kuramoto (2004) suggest that the O isotope composition of cometary ices should lie in the range of δ18O = +50‰ to +200‰. However, no evidence of CoS-like material or such 16O-poor material has previously been reported in cometary samples (IDPs and Stardust) prior to this study.

The size of the 16O-depleted regions (ROI 1 and 2) in Balmoral1 are similar in size to the regions containing similar O isotope signatures observed in Acfer 094, which can be as large as 160 µm but with most being less than ten micrometres. The presence of Fe- and Fe-Ni-bearing minerals in Balmoral1 do not, on their own, necessarily confirm the presence of CoS because these minerals are observed commonly in IDPs that do not exhibit extreme 16O-depleted signatures (Zolensky and Thomas, 1995). In addition, the syllectite ‘CoS’ texture documented in Acfer 094 (Seto et al., 2008) is not observed in the Balmoral1 FIB-section. However, of the 16O depleted regions present in Balmoral1, only ROI 2 was sampled by the FIB section. As only ROI 1 displays 16O depletions comparable to CoS, there is no direct evidence for the nature of the mineralogy of the most extreme 16O depletions in Balmoral1. However, two lines of evidence provide a strong indication that ROI 1 has a mineralogy quite distinct from that of CoS. Firstly, if the isotopic signature of ROI 2 were the result of mechanical mixing of ROI 1 material and “normal” IDP material (δ17O, δ18O ≈ 0‰), then ROI 2 should contain approximately 50% of ROI 1 material. That is there is not an abundance of pentlandite and magnetite in the FIB-section sampling ROI 2 rules out mechanical mixing of a CoS-like assemblage. Secondly, the measured ratio of 16O- and 28Si-ion intensities for ROI 1 is essentially iden-

...
material with that of the surrounding ROI 3. Mixing of ROI 1 with other CP-IDP-like material prior to final accretion on the Balmoral parent body is also considered unlikely as the homogeneous O isotope composition of ROI 2 (see Fig. 2) requires exceptionally efficient mixing of two components, potentially differing by over 200‰. As discussed earlier, it appears likely that ROI 1 and 2 share a common origin but that they then experienced variable, or selective, processing, interacting with an O isotope reservoir quite distinct from the starting composition. The C/H (0.6) of ROI 2 is very low, typical of CS-IDPs, and generally taken as indicative of aqueous alteration (e.g., Aleon et al., 2001). Certainly, the rather homogeneous O isotope composition of ROI 2 is more consistent with that expected from aqueous alteration than would be expected from CP-IDP-like material that contains a wide variety of components (e.g., Keller and Messenger, 2011). The presence of pentlandite within ROI 2 is indicative of some aqueous alteration, and the possible lack of GEMs. ROI 2 is also devoid of any isotopically anomalous D hot spots (see Electronic Annex Figure K). Such characteristics are all consistent with the effects of aqueous alteration of primitive material.

If aqueous alteration played a role in establishing the distinct O isotope composition of ROI 1 and ROI 2, it is unclear whether it was the fluid or the initial silicate material that was heavily depleted in 16O. Small shifts in δ18O along a slope = ½ line could be affecting the isotopic composition of the altered material within Balmoral. For example, the effect in the carbonaceous chondrites is around 6‰ and so comparable effects could easily be lost in the uncertainty of any slope defined with the ROI 1 composition as an endmember. Indeed, the uncertainties on the larger ROI 2 measurement are comparable to this 6‰ effect. However, these effects are very small compared to the difference in the endmember compositions required in the mixing. It may be that ROI 1 and 2 were both originally heavily depleted in 16O (δ18O ≈ 200‰) and that their interaction with more typical Solar System water (δ18O ≈ 0‰) at a late stage resulted in some exchange which shifted ROI 2 material towards the water composition, while ROI 1 remained largely, or completely unaffected. Alternatively, ROI 1 and ROI 2 may both have been typical of protostellar disk material (δ18O ≈ −50‰ to 0‰) but then interacted with water heavily depleted in 16O. In this scenario ROI 1 would be represented by areas where exchange (or alteration) was complete while ROI 2 represents areas where alteration was only partial. However, there is limited information available on ROI 1, and therefore it is difficult to establish the exact nature of the relationship between ROI 1 and ROI 2.

The δD of ROI 1 and ROI 2 is ≈500‰, considerably more D-depleted than pristine CP-IDP material (e.g., Messenger, 2000, 2002; Starkey and Franchi, 2013). Any aqueous alteration would have had a pronounced impact on the δD and therefore it would appear that the fluid was depleted in D. Given the common δD and C/H of ROI1 and ROI2 it is more likely that both regions are aqueously altered, with ROI 1 being more completely altered and reflecting the composition of the fluid.

The distinct boundary to ROI 1 and 2 indicates that this component was incorporated into the Balmoral IDP ROI 3 material as a distinct clast after the alteration event. However, the formation of ROI 3 itself is not straightforward because it also displays an elevated O isotope signature in relation to chondrites, albeit one much less than that displayed by ROI 1 and 2. Based on information provided by the NanoSIMS O isotope ratio images (Electronic Annex Figure E) it is proposed, despite its higher than chondritic O isotope bulk signature, that ROI 3 is primarily composed of fine-grained typical CP-IDP-like chondritic material with δ18O < 0‰. However, it must also contain material with a similar O isotope composition to ROI 1 and/or 2 (with unknown but high δ18O of +90‰ to +200‰). The O isotope ratio images (Electronic Annex Figures H and K) show that there are numerous small fragments (<1 μm in size) of material with isotopic compositions similar to ROI 2, particularly in the lower half of the particle more adjacent to ROI 2. This indicates that during the final accretion event(s) that formed the Balmoral parent body, further disruption of the ROI 1, 2 clast occurred to fragment them and mix this material locally with the more typical CP-IDP material. The high δD signature of ROI 3 reflects the abundant D-rich organic material present in the more abundant CP-IDP component of ROI 3.

These results indicate that there are some broad similarities between Lumley and Balmoral. Both IDP fragments are composed of an aggregate of small (several-micrometre) sized clasts where the clasts can exhibit a wide range in isotopic signatures and lithology. As discussed above, it seems possible that these clasts were originally formed from primary fine-grained dust in different settings (place and/or time) that were characterised by different lithological, elemental and isotopic characteristics (silicate and organic). It is proposed, based on the primitive nature of the IDPs, that these original reservoirs had to be located at relatively large AU. Subsequent disruption of these materials/reservoirs/early bodies, possibly through collisional events, then their re-incorporation as micrometre-sized clasts into new bodies (the parents of the Lumley and Balmoral particles) could account for the observations seen. The small size of the clasts in relation to those observed in brecciated chondrites may be related to the more primitive and fragile (loosely bound) nature of the early Solar System dust that formed these original reservoirs/bodies, a reflection of the limited processing experienced by these bodies. This could be a function of a number of parameters such as limited alteration processes or the small size of the intermediate bodies involved in the assembly, disruption, and final accretion that ultimately led to the formation of comets.

4.3. Implications for protostellar disk

It is proposed that the Balmoral parent body formed in close proximity to the 16O-depleted reservoir at large AU. The rarity of 16O-depleted material, and its presence in a CP-IDP, which most likely originated from a comet, also supports the idea that this component formed at large heliocentric distance. As the level of 16O depletion is consistent with that expected from isotope selective self-shielding
(e.g., Yurimoto and Kuramoto, 2004), it is likely that the formation location was also close to that where O self-shielding effects were most pronounced (i.e., the outer solar nebula or even interstellar medium). The ultra-fine-grained/featureless texture of parts of ROI 1 and 2 would be a reasonable fit with this model as silicates formed in the outer solar nebula are expected to be amorphous because this region was too cold to form crystalline materials, and >97% of silicates formed in the ISM are reported to be amorphous (Kemper et al., 2004). The composition of ISM amorphous silicates has been estimated as 84.9% olivine and 15.1% pyroxene, and the grains are thought to be spherical with radii of less than 0.1 μm (Kemper et al., 2004), which is generally in keeping with the grains observed in Balmoral1. It is possible for crystalline silicates to occur in the outer solar nebula but these are more likely to have arrived there by turbulent radial mixing (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2002) from the inner Solar System.

5. SUMMARY

The results of this study confirm that IDPs are important samples for preserving information about early Solar System reservoirs that are not readily available from, or preserved in, samples originating from asteroids. The IDPs in this study show an extremely wide variation in compositions across single fragments, reflecting the incorporation of a range of different early Solar System reservoirs.

The IDP Lumley reveals that diverse isotopic reservoirs carrying material with distinctive textures that must originate from different settings in the early solar nebula, can be transported and mixed together in the comet-forming region. These materials appear to have been incorporated as micrometre-sized clasts on the Lumley parent body suggesting that they may have been disrupted into smaller clasts from their primary reservoir or location of formation, possibly by collisional events, prior to re-aggregation in the Lumley parent body. These findings are in broad agreement with the model set out in Wozniakiewicz et al. (2012) of pre-accretionary sorting of cometary dust.

The IDP Balmoral fragment preserves evidence for the existence of a 16O-depleted reservoir in the early Solar System. It appears that the 16O-depleted material in Balmoral formed directly from the 16O-depleted reservoir itself. Evidence for this reservoir may be rare in the meteorite record either because it is present in parent bodies that formed at large AU and so are not sampled efficiently on Earth, or, that the signature is easily lost through interaction with reservoirs of different compositions during, or after, formation of the parent bodies.

The IDP fragments studied here support models for transport of material from the inner Solar System out to larger heliocentric distances. We hold the view that parent bodies formed at larger heliocentric distance will be expected to have incorporated less inner Solar System material than parent bodies formed at smaller heliocentric distance (e.g., Starkey and Franchi, 2013). However, the new results reveal that the early solar nebula may have formed a number of early reservoirs, from initially primary solar nebula dust condensates, that experienced varied histories (at different times or locations) to produce a diverse range of compositions. These reservoirs, or possibly primary parent bodies, were then disrupted into micrometre-sized clasts and re-incorporated into parent bodies in the comet-forming region where they were also able to incorporate varying degrees of material mixed from the inner Solar System. The IDP Balmoral1 reveals that any models accounting for mixing processes in the early solar nebula must also account for the presence of an extremely 16O-depleted reservoir in the comet-forming region.
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